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Starter Kits 



Everything you need for a single fridge or freezer. 
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Multiple Items 



If you have more than one fridge or freezer to monitor. 
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Large Organisations 



Clever Logger can scale to suit large organisations or chains. 
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Just show me everything 



Know what you're after? See the full range of products. 
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Standard Logger


	


 
Replacement Batteries


	


 
Glycol Vial


	


 
Power Over Ethernet (POE)


	


 
Network Switch
















 





Not sure what you need? 








START HERE















 





Single vaccine fridge? 








START HERE
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Low battery alarm?
 








YOUR OPTIONS























	Why Clever Logger 
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How Clever Logger Works 



It's a whole new way of logging 
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The Clever Logger Demo 



Want to see Clever Logger in action? Here's how. 
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Reviews 



Read independent reviews from verified customers. Spoiler alert: they love it. 
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Comparison 



Once you have a Clever Logger, it's hard to imagine life without it. 




 













	


 
Case Study - Infinity Pharmacies
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MEDICAL FRIDGES
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FOOD SAFETY
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Online help pages
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The complete Clever Logger online guide
 







	

1. Getting Started


	

2. The complete Clever Logger Guide


	

3. Using your Clever Logger


	

4. Common questions










 










	


 
Information for I.T. departments


	


 
Changing the battery in your logger


	


 
Connecting your gateway to wi-fi
















 








Download the detailed configuration guide
 










 








Download the simple day‑to‑day user's guide
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Low battery alarm?
 








YOUR OPTIONS
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Frequently asked questions
 







Most popular articles
 





	


 
How do I change the battery in a logger?


	


 
Does Clever Logger meet vaccine logging guidelines (Strive for Five)?


	


 
How secure is Clever Logger?


	


 
What do I do if I get an alarm?


	


 
Why doesn't the Clever Logger temperature match my fridge temperature?


	


 
Do I need to calibrate my Clever Logger?
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SEE ALL ARTICLES
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BUY NOW
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Clever Logger – The easiest wireless temperature data logger
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Finally, a temperature data logger
 that is easy and affordable
 








AND it immediately notifies you of problems
 









 
ORDERING IS EASY















 





Ideal for vaccine fridges!
 
















	

 
Fully automated downloads

	

 
Automated reports to your email

	

 
Accurate to 0.5°C











	

 
No ongoing fees!

	

 
Money-back guarantee if you don’t love it































How can Clever Logger help your industry?
 







The best vaccine fridge logger
 







 








MEDICAL













Makes HACCP a piece of cake
 







 








FOOD SAFETY
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Clever Logger wireless temperature data loggers are also great for aged care, vets, scientists, beauticians, farmers, manufacturers, HVAC, wine cellars, and anyone else who cares about temperature.
 





















Clever Logger was designed to solve these three issues...
 










 





I need a complete record of temperature data without wasting time
 










 





I just want a report each week without any fuss
 










 





I need to know the instant something goes wrong 

















How Clever Logger works to save you time and money
 










 
If you have something that is

temperature sensitive









(Like vaccines, food, chemicals, etc)
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you will love this CLEVER solution!
 





You should see all our five-star reviews!
 








WANT A FREE TRIAL?
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This is the Clever Logger wireless temperature data logger
 























You put it inside your fridge or freezer
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The logger records the temperatures and broadcasts them
 





















The second part of Clever Logger is the Gateway
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The gateway “hears” the readings from the logger and saves them to the internet…
 





(It’s all automatic – you don’t have to do anything!)
 



















...so you can see your current temperatures and data log from

wherever you are









(and on any device – Mac, PC, tablet, iPad, phone, etc)
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And your automatic reports go straight to your email
 





(You still don’t have to do anything)
 






















Plus, you get instant alerts if something goes wrong
 





(straight to your phone and email)
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Clever Logger is the BEST logger you will find
 








I WANT ONE!
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How much is Clever Logger?
 









Get a Starter Kit for $365
 





The Starter Kit has everything you need to monitor a single fridge or freezer.
 






With 

no ongoing costs









That’s right. Unlike other wireless loggers, there is no annoying monthly subscription. All your data and support costs are included in the original purchase price.
 





Ever made a risk-free purchase before?
 





Clever Logger comes with our Happiness Guarantee that says if you are not happy for any reason, we will refund your money in full.
So try Clever Logger and if it’s not the easiest system you’ve ever used, send it back for a full refund.
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TAKE ME TO THE SHOP!












































Who is using Clever Logger?
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Medical Centres


Nearly 1000 GPs and medical centres across Australia
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NSW Health


Sites include St George Public Hospital, Royal Hospital For Women, Gower Wilson Hospital
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QLD Health


Sites include Gympie Hospital
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SA Health


Sites include SA Health Immunisation Department, Port Augusta Hospital and Gawler Hospital
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TerryWhite Chemmarts


Nearly 150 pharmacies Australia-wide
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Blooms The Chemist


Every Blooms The Chemist in Australia
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Private Hospitals


Over 40 private hospitals across Australia
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Veterinary Clinics


Over 20 vets 




























 





What others are saying about Clever Logger...
 









 
Great product. Saves time downloading the temp data and the online software is much more user friendly then any I have used previously.
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Paul G

Verified Buyer
















Clever Logger arrived quickly after ordering, setup instructions were easy to understand and all the information I needed to set up the devices was available on the website.
I no longer need to remember to check temperatures twice a day (oh, the burden!) and now have a temperature report emailed to me weekly.
Very happy with my purchase and would definitely recommend Clever Logger to anyone not already using this type of device 🙂
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Lisa H

Verified Buyer
















Fantastic! This temperature logger is so user friendly! We can just sit back, relax and let it do its thing. 5 stars!
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Edward K

Verified Buyer
















User friendly to set up & use. Competitively priced. Delivery has been next day. Support is the best. Very happy.
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Robert S

Verified Buyer
















Clever Logger is a brilliant product and has already saved us $1,000s on our fridge and cool room.
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Jeff M

Verified Buyer


















SEE MORE REVEWS
















A thread from a Medical Practice Managers' Facebook group
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Is Clever Logger easy to use?
 









With Clever Logger, your data is saved automatically.
Your reports are emailed to you automatically.
Alerts are sent to your email and your phone automatically.
You don’t have to do anything.
It doesn’t get any easier than that.
 








LET'S DO THIS!
















 









Clever Logger is true set-and-forget logging, alerting and reporting
 











Feature comparison with
traditional loggers and thermometer
 





How does Clever Logger stack up against traditional temperature loggers or a thermometer? Of course it is better!
 








Difference between thermometers, traditional loggers and Clever Logger


























Still not sure how Clever Logger can help you?
 









Try our 30-Day Free Trial
 





The trial Starter Kit is all you need to monitor a single fridge or freezer.
 






With 

no risk









At the end of the 30-days, either return the starter kit, or simply pay the invoice and keep it.
 





With our support team backing you
 





We are here to help you select the best unit for your needs, set up, and keep your system working for the lifetime of the product. 
 













 








TELL ME MORE ABOUT THE FREE TRIAL
































Questions? Call us on 1300 80 88 89 







No credit card? No problem!
 





Clever Logger is sold to government departments, public and private hospitals, and other large corporations. We understand that it’s often not possible to purchase with a credit card on a web site.
Call us on 1300 80 88 89 or send an email to [email protected] and we’ll send you a written quote. We are happy to send out most orders on receipt of a verified purchase order.
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Proudly developed, sold 
and supported by Aussies. 
You little ripper!
 





All prices are in Australian dollars and include GST
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1300 80 88 89

[email protected]
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KEEP BATTERIES OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
Clever Logger loggers are intended for commercial use only.  They contain small batteries. Swallowing can lead to chemical burns, perforation of soft tissue, and death. Severe burns can occur within 2 hours of ingestion. Seek medical attention immediately.
 












© Copyright 2024 OnSolution Pty Ltd
ABN: 36  093 811 271
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Temperature data collection is now effortless
 





Any temperature logger is simply a thermometer with memory. They are designed to take the work out of recording the temperature. 

There is no longer any need to rely on staff. You aren’t wasting their time, and they aren’t faking the results. 

If you want reliable temperature logs with no effort, then you need a temperature logger.

Traditional temperature loggers required the user to plug it into a computer to see the results.

With Clever Logger, you don’t even have to do that. All the data is immediately uploaded to our cloud server so that you have immediate access to it. 
 





















 





You're too busy to be downloading data and creating reports
 





With most systems, you still need to login, select the type of report you want, and create the report.
With Clever Logger, you don’t have to do anything. Clever Logger will send your daily/weekly/monthly reports straight to your inbox.
OK, technically you do need to check your emails. 
Apart from that, Clever Logger is truly set-and-forget.
 





















 





Alarms and flashing lights are great ... if you're in the room
 





Clever Logger will let you know about problems with immediate notifications to your email and smartphone, so you can find out if something is wrong while there’s still time to fix it.

You can set the temperature at which you will be notified. This means the same system can be used for your fridges, freezers, and air-conditioning.

You can even have time delays to stop false alarms. Don’t panic when staff leave the door open for 5 minutes to restock, but be notified when it’s been 10 minutes. It’s up to you.
 



















30-DAY FREE TRIAL
 


















 





You're going to love Clever Logger
 





To prove it, we’ll send you a Starter Kit to try out for a whole month.
Set it up, have a play, explore the features – obligation free.
If you love it, just let us know.
If not, just send it back.
 









 
I WANT ONE!
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What is NATA?
 





The National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) is the recognised national accreditation authority for analytical laboratories and testing service providers in Australia. It is an independent, not-for-profit organisation that provides independent assurance of technical competence. 
NATA accredits organisations to perform testing and inspection activities for their products and services. This gives consumers the assurance they need to make safe, healthy and reliable choices .
 















Location Views
 





In the top right corner of the Location page, you will find the View chooser.
There are three options: Simple, Detailed and Gauge.
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Other "How To" articles
 






 




Creating your Clever Logger account 









Adding a Clever Logger gateway 









Connecting your gateway to power and Internet 









I can’t log into Clever Logger 









The Clever Logger smartphone app 









Clever Logger High Temperature Alarms 









Clever Logger Temperature Alarms 









How to remove a Clever Logger user 









Editing a Clever Logger Location 









Configuring the Clever Logger Dual Logger 









How to swap loggers for a location 









How to add or remove recipients on an existing report 
























Frequently Asked Questions
 










What happens if the power goes out? 









How scalable is Clever Logger? 









Where do I get the app? 









How long is the warranty? 









How far can the loggers be from the gateway? 









What do the colours mean on Clever Logger panels? 









Are there any ongoing costs with Clever Logger? 









Do I need to calibrate my Clever Logger? 









Does Clever Logger meet vaccine logging guidelines? 









Why can’t different devices agree on temperature? 









What do I do if I get an alarm? 









What are Notification Groups? 









How secure is Clever Logger? 









Do I have to get an email code every time I want to log in? 









Why won’t Clever Logger work on older browsers? 









Why am I getting Offline errors? 









Should I connect to 2.4GHz or 5GHz Wi-Fi? 









Who owns the data and what do you do with it? 









How to sort and save Clever Logger report emails 









A selection of “interesting” vaccine fridges 









Clever Logger Versus AQ Box 









What is a temperature logger? 









What range of temperatures can Clever Logger log? 









Will Clever Logger run on a Mac? 









What does the signal strength percentage mean? 









Why running an “ice-slurry” test is not a good solution 









Clever Logger and Food Standard 3.2.2 
































































































































































